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threefold which is compact or of finite 
L-functions are defined" Under a 
constants of the 
are g]most identi<:al. These results ma,y be considered as a solution 
Ivvasa:\rva in the nuiiJ.ber 'VVe will 
Introduction 
In the conference we have talked of the Iwasawa conjecture. Let 
be a finite CW-complex of dimension three with a fixed base x 0 such that there 
1s a 
and p a representation of the fundamental group. The kernel c deter-
mines an infinite X 00 of X and H , C), If }:[' 
Here A i.s the group C[Z]. Note that it is 
to the Laurent 
that all the dimensions of H 
due to 
vector space. The twisted 
y 1Jcu>.lu.cu det [ t- r*] of the action of a 
i:- 1] in a non-canonical way. 
and H.(Xw, 
becomes a finite 
finite, Then 
A l ''l . d ,, J' t b '1 h ' . t' ,o(t1 1s _ennec. ,o _e trJ.e c .aractenSulC 
r E Z on H 1 ·which generates 
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236 KEN··ICH! SUGIYAMA 
It will the same role as the Iwasawa 
In order to introduce a of the p-adic zeta vve assun1e that Ly 
admits a hyperbolic structure of a finite volume. Then the Ruelle 
defined to be 




he has also shown the order of Rp at the origin 
' 0 l" 
J.S ""' Gll'l1 , p) ([1]). 
. ' vamsne:;L 
iS ,,.._,_nvo"·'''-'IJ"J 
(1) 
which may be considered as a analog of the Iwasawa main 
But since the case corresponds to a Galois which is 
everywhere, it is desirable to 
X has one cusp and when p is a. character, we have shown the same 
holds if a certain condition of pat th.e cusp is satisfied [7]. 
In this we will interpret ( 1) from a ,.,.,,~,-n,,-n,t. 
Let 'Y be a closed geodesic of X such that 
of the arithmetic 
0. (Such a will be 
mentioned as f.-inert.) Then it is easy to to see that its inverse becomes 
the infinite covering of ry. Let (r) be its cmnplement. Then v,re will show an 
of fractional ideals of 
Char A (H1 (Xoo ('y), 
This is a partial solution of geometric Iwasawa conjecture. In substituting 
t ( lb) ) ., · h th . P ( )--l d' . ' (F'1 . "'[[ ]] h' l = exp [E(r)ls rc s. ows us , "at __ 1 s .1vwes __ :/. m \l.. s , w .. 1c 1 
follows from (1). Moreover a topological Euler the same n.,.,,..,_,c.,.r,,," 
as the one([5]) will. be constructed and we will show a formal result which should 
be with [5]'I'ho:rem :;t3.3. 
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§ 2. A revievv of our results 
Let X be a connected finite with a fixed base point Xo and I' its 
fundamental group. Let p 
re,pnoose:ntatiton space. 






of fi11ite dhner1sion and Vp the 
homomorphism 
7b h 
-t .X~ In t _e 
of Laurent 
Let X the universal of X. Then the chain of 
""'-'H-f.H""'- coeffi.cients is a complex free C[f]-module of finite rank and so is the cochain 
'"\JU>C>J.'0-". ( C'· 
c. =c. 
and a complex of free A.-modules of finite rank: 




=C· ®c A), 
which are the dual complex of C. , p) over C and C. over respectively. 
group of each vV.CH[JMo.r. will be denoted by 
H. 
and 
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Note that both of H.(X=, and If· are finitely generated A-modules. 
Let Y be a connected that there is a connected sub-
complex Y~ of of Y and that the 
---+ )( CXl 
J, t 
y -r X 
induces an 
Gal(Y X) ,::::cz. 
c~. ®c 
Note that this is a whose c. is also a 
of free A-modules of finite rank. 1~'1king the dual over A we have an ex.act 
sequence of bounded of free l'k-Inodules~ 
T'hus we have an exact sequence of 
(3) 
Let X= X 
Let Y = be its 
group and let 
acts on 'p) '::::' 
---)· --+ 0. 
the two dimensional unit disk and 8 1 is the unit 
Then the fundamental group of X is an infinite 
groups and by 
~-· 
l 0 q i 2. 
q=2 
which nmkes it a A-module. 
In the following, we will assume that the di:mension X is three and that all 
H. , CC) and H. (Xrxn are finite dirnensional vector spaces over The 
of §4 of [4] shows Xe<:o is a Riernann in the cohomological sense. 
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1. Fori 2:3, vanishes. 
is a fin'ite dirncnsional vector space oveT C and there is 
X 
The It is easy to o:ee that it 
is preserved by the action of Gal(Xoo/ X). 
Thus each 
is generated 
is a torsion and its characteristic ideal CharA(Hi(Xoo, p)) 
:::: det[t ·- r* I Hi 
where r'' is the action of t on 
Let hq 
results. 
be the dimension of Hq Then in [6] we have shown the following 
Suppose that vanishes. Then we have 
< 
and the holds if the action 
vanish. Then we have 
H l ( ~" on ·- /~oo, 
wheTe 6 is an 
which is invar'iant 
When X is a torus we can say more. 
Theorem 2.2. {[6}) Let f be an 
and X its mapping torus. Let p be a 
X which = 0. 
is induced the stTncture rnap 
X-+ FP, 
JJ1 oreover- sztppo.se 
that the ho· 
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that the action on (S, is semisimple. Then order' of at t = 1 
w and we have 
lim !rt-
t-+1 \ 
Note that in Theorem :,t2 Xco is S x lft 
In order to introduce an we need a geometric 
threefold of finite volume, Thus its 
fundamental group may considered as a torsion-free cofinite discrete subgroup rg of 
and let p be its By the one to one correspondence 
between the set classes of r g and one of closed geodesics of 





Here s is a complex number and l(r') is the length of --y. It absolutely convergents for s 
whose real is large. 
Let X be a compact (X, p) = 0. Due to ) ' 
it is known that ( s) 
order at s = 0 is 
stant is to 
continued in the whole plane and that its 
Moreover he has shown its absolute value of the leading con-
In i:;he assu1r1e that ){ adn1its an infirdte 
(Le. Betti number of X is 
Theo:rmu 2,1 and Theorem :;t2 vve obtain the 
Theorem 2 .. 3. 
sentaion of the 
1. 
Let X be a 
gmup, 
van'ishes, Then 
holds if the action 
we have 
where is an explicit constant 
Thus Fried's results and 
theorem. 
and p a repre-
, p) is semisimple, 1\IJ oreover if 
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2. Sv,ppose that X is 




A1 oreover if 
we have 
I= l(t- :l)-hl 
Next vve vviH consider a n.on-cornpact case. Let _X be a tl1reefold of 
finite volume with one cusp and a character of the fundamental group. The 
fundamental group at the cusp will be denoted 
results. 
roo· Here is a generalization of Fried's 
Theorem. 2A. ([7} {8}) Rp(s) is nr•nn.<INTI/'11 continv,ed On the whole 
of the Riemann Moreover it the following 
1. is trivial. Then we have 
(p) - 1). 
is 
= 2h1 
.M~or-eover if (p) vanish.es we 
Vve remark that the "error term" -'-2 in the RHS of the first is caused 
by a pathology of the Hodge Note that in the second case the assumption 
implies vanishing of . Thus we have 
Theorm:n 2.5. Let X be a finite volume with one cusp 
and p a charac!:er the fundamental gmup such that vanishes, 
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1'. 
and the holds if the action 
2. Plrco is nontriviaL Th.en we have 
, p) is lvtoreover ~f 
all h4(p) vanish we have 
t==s-i~l~ 
under a suitable our theorem. two ideals in C[[s]] 
In --l ~~·:v;des· A 1 Ill IJ,o· " ~ - -p· .. 
the next section we will of the arithm.etic 
fron.1 the arithmetic 
Let ){ be a threefold of finite volume and p a 
the fundamental group. V\7e assmne that vanishes. 
Note that e induces a map frorn a set of closed geodesics Z::p'rim to Z. Thus 
E 
and its complement r:;r·im· An elem.ent of (resp. E~r·im) will be referred as e-spl'it 
(resp. For ·y E its £-inertia degree is to be the absolute 
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Let ·y E 
and let 
be of E-inertia degree l. Vve may it as a smooth imbedded 
bea xx 
-+ 
p .~ -~ 1T 
}' v 
-t ../1.., 
We claim that is the universal covering of and tl1at the induces an 
In fact 
which satisfies 
If were not If{, it 
subgroup of ·rr1 ). 
the above 
Moreover since E-inertia 
Let be a small tubular 
the exicision we have 
and the computation of the 
p* t i 
;£; = 1T1 J Ij, 'IT] 
-~ E 
In the image of p* becomes a nontrivial 
of E • ~y* is a of Z which is torsion 
should be zero. This contradicts to the choice of I· 





a splitting of E and vve have 
(ry) its lift to 
(ry), p), 
q=2 
q # 2. 
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Thus the exact sequence and our assumption show the vanishing of H 0 (X00 (r), 
and an exact sequence of A-modules: 
In particular we know the dimension of 
of fractional ideals of A: 
Cl:tar~~.(H 1 p)) = 
More let 'I be an element of 
determines a 
satisfying 






Thus we have 
Theorem 3.L 
(r), - p(ry)]) ~ 0. 
is finite and we have an 
~Chen the 
. Note that X 00 is its infinite 
in Xmchl which is to ±rnE (·r) by 
(r) , p) and an exact se-
('y), p) ---+ - p(ry)]) ~ 0 
(/'), 
vanishes. Then for 1 E ('r), p) 
also vanishes and we have an exact sequence of A-modules: 
---- p(r)]) ~ 0. 
, p) -is and we have an ·identity of 
tional ideals A: 
Ch (H .. l(v 1arA - -tl.oo, 
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Note that the Euler factor ( s) of the Ruelle IAunction is given 
( ) -' '[1 ( ··-t-mo('"Y)]I S -aet -PI)· t=exp[l(er)s]' 
mi'Otl') 
Since we have 
lu'~""''-n!.!lp; at s = t - 1, the fact that ( det [ 1 - (·y)]) -l divides 
of A~ by P~1 (s)- 1 in CC[[s]] for 1 E E~Tim· 
an of the Euler ) . 
First of all we remark that the homology exact sequence: 
(r), ---t (r), 
and the 
Pl rv H. (02 I - q - l 
derived :from the excision and the invariance of the hom.ology group one may 
check that the dimension of .H.(Xc0 (r), C) and H. (r·), p) are finite. Taking the 
dual of over the Milnor shows an exact sequence of A--modules: 
0---t b)_ (r), -+ o. 
Let us :fix a nonzero element of H 1 and choose its any lift to 
(r), Then 
(t) = 
is independent of a choice of the lift and satisr1es 
More for elements { 11, · · · , of we set 
v ( Aco /1 · · · 









choose an element C00 ( 1'1 · · · of 
co-restriction map N'-tiines to C00 · · · i'N ), we obtain an element d00 




:Now our solution of the hvasawa is described 1n. t:he 
cl = f · c, f E 
A-module it is 
c-l.nert 
IT rr)) = II E 
a torsion 
gives the 
statement is a formal reformulation of Theorern 
Theormn 2,3,3. 
which should be 
JnCC[[s]], (n ~1/1\). divides 
- "'E"''· . 
' ,;__)p'r'l1H 
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